
Mathematis 134 { Intensive Calulus for Siene 2Exam 3 { Things To KnowApril 21, 2006General InformationAs announed in the ourse syllabus, the third full-period midterm exam of thesemester will be given in lass on Friday, April 28. The format will be similar to thatof the midterm exams last semester and Exams 1 and 2 this time. It will over the ma-terial sine the last exam (Quizzes 7,8,9), inluding the following material from Chapters9,10 and 11 of the text:1) Sequenes of real numbers, series (sums), geometri series (inluding the formulas1Xk=0 ark = a1� rand nXk=0 ark = a(1� rn+1)1� r(Setions 9.1, 9.2)2) Taylor polynomials and series (the basi formulas), plus \shortuts" (substitution,algebrai manipulations, term-by-term integration and di�erentiation) for omputingTaylor series from the known series forex; sin(x); os(x); (1 + x)p(Note: You will want to memorize the forms of the Taylor series for these basiexamples.) (Setions 10.1, 10.2, 10.3)3) Di�erential equations: What it means for a funtion to be a solution of a di�erentialequation, graphial meaning of solutions via slope �elds, approximate solutions viaEuler's method, formulas for solutions via separation of variables, growth and deayproblems, modeling with di�erential equations. (Setions 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, 11.5,11.6)Important Note: These hapters inlude a number of setions we did not over in lass. Asis only fair, you are not responsible for any of that material.A opy of the table of integrals from our text will be provided.We will review for the exam in lass on Wednesday, April 26.
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Sample Exam QuestionsCaution: The following problems indiate only� the kinds of topis that will appear on the exam,� and the approximate level of diÆulty of the questions that will appear.The atual exam questions will look somewhat di�erent from these. The exam itself willbe slightly shorter. It is important to understand the methods involved in the solutionsto these problems as well as the answers. Do other pratie problems besides theseones and the problems from the problem sets if you want to be well-prepared.I. Only one of the two following in�nite series is geometri:series A : 4� 43 + 49 � 427 + � � � series B : 1 + 14 + 19 + 116 + � � �Whih one is geometri, and does the geometri series add up to a �nite sum? If so, whatis the sum? If not, say why not.II.A) Compute the 4th degree Taylor polynomial for f(x) = ln(1 + x) at a = 0, using thede�nition of Taylor polynomials.B) Use your polynomial to approximate the value of ln(1:1). What is the error in yourapproximation?III.A) Using our \shortut" rules, determine the �rst three nonzero terms in the Taylor seriesat a = 0 of the funtions os(x) and (1� x2) 12 .B) Using the Taylor series, determine whih of the two funtions in part A is larger forsmall values of x (say x < :1). Explain how you an tell.IV. All parts of this question refer to the di�erential equationdydx = y(4� y)A) Sketh the slope �eld of this equation, showing the slopes at points on the linesy = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5B) On your slope �eld, sketh the graph of the solution of the equation with y(0) = 1.C) Also possible questions: problems like those from 11.2 where the plot of the slope �eldis given, and you need to plot solutions, or identify the formula for the slope funtion.V. The population of �sh in a lake is attaked by a mirosopi water-borne parasite att = 0, and as a result the population delines at a rate proportional to the square root ofthe population from that time on. 2



A) Express this statement about the rate of growth of the population P as a di�erentialequation.B) There should be a onstant of proportionality, say �k, in your equation. Setting�k = �1, sketh the slope �eld for the orresponding di�erential equation for t 2 [0; 4℄,P 2 [0; 4℄, indiating the slope �eld segment at eah point with integer oordinates.C) Use n = 4 steps of Euler's Method to approximate the value of the solution of yourdi�erential equation with P (0) = 200 at t = 1.D) Use separation of variables to �nd the general solution of your di�erential equation.E) At t = 0 there were 900 �sh in the lake; 441 were left after 6 weeks. When did the�sh population disappear entirely?Also see Problem Sets 8,9,10, the last three quizzes, and the Review Problems from theends of Chapters 9,10,11 in the text for other pratie problems.
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